Nonsuch Court Avenue, Epsom

POA
Freehold
• No ongoing chain
• Huge scope to extend STPP
• Heart of the Nonsuch Estate
• Three bedrooms
• Two reception rooms
• Detached garage & further gated parking
• Short distance from Zone 6 station
• Excellent school catchment
• 45ft x 43ft rear garden
• Frontage with driveway & parking
Set within the highly desirable Nonsuch Estate, this detached
house is offered to the market with no ongoing chain and
benefits from huge scope to extend and update with the rare
opportunity to create your dream family home in this most
amazing area.
The property itself enjoys an incredibly well balanced layout
that is perfect for a multitude of purchasers. When you couple
the wonderful position it provides with its 45ft x 43ft rear
garden, finding a more impressive home with this much
potential will be a very difficult task indeed.
The property is within the catchment of many fantastic local
primary and secondary schools and is located within a short
walk from Ewell Village and the Ewell East railway station with
its regular services to London Victoria, Waterloo and London
Bridge. Such is the rarity of this opportunity, we are inviting

applicants to lodge their immediate interest at which point we
will arrange your private showing.
As soon as you step into the welcoming entrance hall the
wonderful feel of this house is immediately evident, with
accommodation that flows perfectly and makes the most of the
natural light. The ground floor accommodation comprises two
generous reception rooms, kitchen and a downstairs cloakroom.

The highly desirable nearby Ewell Village has a rich
background dating back to the Bronze age and at the end of the
middle ages King Henry VIII established Nonsuch Palace (now
Nonsuch Park) in 1538. The High Street offers a variety of
shops, restaurants, cafés and pubs. Bourne Hall hosts a public
library, subterranean theatre, gymnasium, café, and local
museum. It regularly holds gatherings such as fayres and
exhibitions.

There is also gated space to the side of the property, a
detached garage and an extra garden store too, not to forget
the huge scope to extend on both sides of the property and to
the rear (STPP).

Popular Cheam Village is within close proximity with its
excellent selection of shops and restaurants. There is a fantastic
range of popular local schools and of course both Ewell East
and Cheam stations (zone 6) which offer easy access to London
with Waterloo and Victoria taking approximately 40 minutes.

On the first floor there are three well proportioned bedrooms
with ample fitted storage space and the family bathroom.

Early viewing highly recommended. No chain.

